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in this paper, we examine the case of dipolar fluid in front of

an ideal wall. The surface-fluid system is introduced as a limit

case of a binary mixture. Using the diagrammatic development, the

expansion of the one-particle distribution function (OPDF) is given.

It is proven that both of the elementary {or bridge) and

series diagrams have a long range contribution to the OPDF. The

elementary diagrams' long range contribution to the OPDF in di-

polar fluid-surface is peculiar to the polar fluid and has no re-

lation with the electrostriction phenomenon. The use of the y-

ordering process allows us to classify the OPDF's graphs and then

calculate the long range contribution of these diagrams.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is evident that in homogeneous systems, the elementary dia-

gran contribution decays, for the large distances between particles

faster than than the pair-potential in the system under consider-

ation (i.e., it decreases, at least, as the square of this inter-

action). In the simple fluids, this contribution depends only on

the distance r u between the two particles; for the dipolar sys-

tems, it becomes a function of the particle distance and the

orientations of their dipolar moments [1-2].

The study of charged fluids (one-ccmponent plasma or electrolyte

solutions) in the presence of a structureless hard wall, shews

that the elementary diagram contribution remains a short range

function [3] .

In dipolar fluids against a wall with an applied electric field

the elementary diagrams as well as the series diagrams have a

long range contribution (i.e., go to zero as l/zj* [4-6] for large

values of z, . In what follows, such contribution will be referred

to as long range contribution).

The purpose of this paper is to examine this type of fluids in
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the presence of an ideal surface but, without any other external

potential. It is shown that, even in this case, the two last classes

of diagrams have a long range contribution. The angular

dependence is certainly changed when the electric field is switched

off. The bridge diagrams' long ranged contribution to the OPDF

has no relation with the electrostriction phenomenon.

It is interesting to first understand the reasons for these dif-

ferences and then to classify the OPDF diagrams in order to find

those having a long range contribution that we try to calculate.

2. HCDSL AND GENERAL DEVELOPMENTS

A dipciar fluid in the presence of an ideal wail may be treated

in two different ways: in the first one, the surface is intro-

duced directly as an external field. In the second, the fluid-

wall system is regarded as a limiting case of binary mixture ir.

which one of the species, dipole, {denoted d) has a hard core dia-

meter a and a density p; the other one having a hard core dia-

"BterOj and a density p , is denoted w (wail) [7] . This method has

the advantage of the use of the homogeneous phase correlation

functions. For this reason, this method will be used here. We

consider a mixture in which the interactions are defined by:

(r-)

- v*(ry).

~ V(r^) + v(i,j).

s for r^ ^ (a., + ov ) II,

0 for ru > (o\+ at) 12.

(la)

(2)

o._ denotes the hard core diameter of the species i; and the indices

i and j represent d and w.

The dipolar interaction inside the core is physically inaccessi-

ble (8-?] . The only consequences that the cutoff parameter 5 car.

have are simplifying the calculations, and accelerating their
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converqence. One takes 5 going to sero and defines the dipolar

interaction by:

- Hlrv;-5) (-p1 /rj,) D(i,j). (3)

H is the step function (H(x) - 1 for x > 0 and, it is zero other-

wise); u and r- are unit vectors.

In this system the two-particle distribution function, p (0;l(,

may be written as:

P^0'-1* "ft <P/4'> ^ 0 ; l ) . <«,

The generalized coordinates of the two particles are denoted by "

for the first of species w, and 1 for the second o: species d.

The OPDF in the polar fluid-wail system is obtained fr;tn equa-

tion (i) by taking, in the following order, the lirrits:

o (1) - lim {lira {p (0;l)/p )),
llji CTW-U p, - 0 w A

- (p/4X)g(l) . ^ (5|

Taking the first limit in (5), we obtain:

p .(1) - (p/4Jt) lim g (0;l), (6)

in which, the pair distribution function, g oar. easily be e::-

pressed in diagrammatic terms as:

g. (0;l) - exp (-pv* (0, 1) ) enplsum of ail the distinct connected

diagrams free of articulation point; consisting of:

two non-direotly connected root points {one o£ sc=-

cies w, the other of species d) , (p/4"i field ccir.ts,

and f*A and fj^ bonds, such that the r:ot osir.ts d:

not form an articulation pair).

- exp(-Bv*(0,l) :
0 1 0 1 0 1

( 7 )
0 1

Tha white and the black circles denote :r.e root =r.d the

points respectively; the dashed and the solid lines r=pres=nt t-=

the f*Aand the f^ bonds respectively.
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aecause of the first limit in (5), the only particle of species

w, which survives, is the root point 0. Thus all the field points

ara of the type d.

In (7), the f£^ and fj^ bonds are given by the Mayer functions

which are defined as:

f^(0,i) - e:ip(-0v*(O,i)) - 1, (8a)

fii(i-J) - expt-gvj^i, j> ) - 1. (8b)

The systems with only hard core interactions are well-known, so

in is useful to separate fj^ into two parts as:

fu(i,j) - f&(i,j> + (1 + f*(i, j)) YL ^(i,j)/n!, (9)

$(i, j) - -av(i, j) . (10)

Now, choosing the reference system to be the mixture of hard

spheres (i.e., v(i,j) - 0 ) , and eliminating all the f+ in favour

of the total correlation functions h* in the reference system,

(V) becomes :

g^(0,-l) - g*v(0;l) exp(sum of all the distinct connected diagrams

free of: articulation point, and referer.es articulation

pair of points; consisting of: two non-directly connected

root points (one of species w, the other cf species

d) , (p/4*) field points, hj^and hj^bends, at least, one

9 bor.d, such that the two root points do not form ar,

articulation pair).

+ C > 4 + 6^1 + 6 6 + . . . ) .
- A " • 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

(11)

Here, the dashed and the solid lines denote respectively the h*

ar.d the ^ bonds.

By takir.q the limit -„ tending to infinity in (11), we obtain:

lira g ,<0; 1) - g(ll,

- g*(1)axp(I(1)). (12)

c* and g are, respectively, the distribution functions, in the

presence of a hard wall, of a hard sphere fluid and a polar fluid
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having the same bulk density p. I(11 is given by the development

(11) in which, the notation h»(0,i) is replaced by h*(i)-g* (i)-1.

For simplicity, the indices dd and wd are omitted.

It should be noted that:

1. The z-a:<is is a symmetrical axis and therefore g is a func-

tion of the surface-to-particle distance, z, and the orientation,

9 , of its moment with respect to the z-axis.

- g- (»1 ) e x p d d , ,9, ) ) . (13)

The origin of the coordinates, 0, is chosen such that the centres

of the particles can be anywhere in the region z > 0. .

2. The only diagrams surviving the averaging process are those

in which any field point has an even number of $ bonds.

3. The contribution of some diagrams, Dfl of I, n denoting the

number of ^ bonds reaching the root point 1, may be expanded in

spherical harmonics as:

W 9 i » " I W *it e<Bi '•#.»• ("I

If n is zero, the contribution of the diagram is an isotropic

function.

The expansion in density and in f bonds is satisfactory in the

case of dilute, moderately polar fluids. Away from the low density

and for highly polar systems, it is necessary to replace the

direct dipole-dipole interaction by a rer.ormalized potential.

Before examining the more general case, we first consider a di-

lute and moderately polar fluid and calculate scse diagram con-

tributions through which we will gain seme insight as hew to imple-

ment the study of the general case.

3. DILUTE FLUIDS

Let us consider the third diagram in the development (II) which

is Che simplest bridge diagram. Denoting its centribution bv:
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c (1) - c?(i,, ,0,), we can write that:

c. (1)-S3.
0 1

- (1/2) (p/4fl) jd2d3h* (z2 )h-(z,) * (1, 2) <? (2, 3) ?<3, 1} , (15)

in which di designates dr, d â ; -1V represents the Euler angles

characterizing the i-th dipole orientation.

Replacing the (p/4") by the (ph*/4rM field points, this diagram

takes a more compact form:

V,
1

(16)
0 1

where the dashed points denote the (ph*/4it) field points. This

simple ring-diagram can be treated as a chain-diagram as follows:

• lim
1'—1 1 1'

- 1 im c . (1, 1' ) •
l'-I

C4<1,I') - (1/2) Jd:i dz, (ph* (z, )/4-) (ph* (:3)/4') fd^dRjdn^ dn,

0(1,2)^(2,3)0(3, 1' ) ; dR; - dx_ dy4 . (13)

The limit in equation (17) should be understood as the limit of

the function ca when the dipole 1' merges with dipoia 1 (i.e.,

£"_ r" ) ; and the dipole moment jl merges with jl, .

Using t'ne translational ir.variar.ee in the transverse plane, and

the two-dimensional Fourier transform, we get:

lim exo (iK.

- lim (l/2r,)t jdK exp (-iK.Rn>) {1/2 j'd̂  d^ (eh* (z,, >/4 r.)

*J -vj -J

(ph* {z. ) /4s) fdn. d^ <p (1, 2)f (2, 3}* (3,1' ) } . (13)

R , and K are two-dimensional vectors, and ̂  is the Fourier trans-

form of f, which may be represented as in [10], by using the ma-

trix notations [11-12], by:

,(i,j) = ^[»<3?< ^ - I ^ ) / r - ] ^ . (2C>

-6-

*(i,j) - u. (-2S3/K) «xp(-K|z.• -2-i. ! (iK, 1
" J r\ j • r j 1>

,10 0,1 t
l-iK,-K son{i;-i;)l + (4*1/3) 6 (z.-z. > i 0 1 0 .5. , (21)

' J ' *0 0-2" I*

where p^ and r* are row vectors; p. and 'i are their transposed

column vectors respectively; and I is the unit tensor.

Using y - 4H9uip/9, c3(l) can be written as:

c,(l) - (-98yJ/4) (u1 (1 + cos 91)/16)[ dz^ h* (z^ ) / (it-z , ) - (22)
J. *

Only Che step-part of h* (h* is -1 inside the core) gives a lor.g

range contribution. The contribution of the other part decreases

faster than 1/z^ . Therefore, (22) becomes:

C j U , , ^ ) - (-3ayV4) (ul (1 + cos'9, ) /16zj } . (23)

3y an analogous calculation, the contribution, Cjll), of the

second nodal diagram can be written in the form:

- lim ((1/2*)" fdK exp(-iK.R, ) i'dz. da (ph* (z , )/4^> 6 (1, 2)
1'- 1 ' ~ „* •

jdz, dr^ (p/47,)<^(2, 3)^(3,1' ) ) . (24)

By integrating over the positions and the orientations of the di-

pole 3, equation (24) becomes:

2")1 fdK e:<o(-iK.!L.) fdz da (oh* (;, ) /4") 6 (1, 2 )

(2;)

One can note the arising of a singular term which plays a funda-

mental role in the calculation of the dielectric constant [8],

Here because of h* it has no contribution to the asymptotic: behav-

iour of c^. However, it will become important when graphs having

a cycle of more than three i bonds are considered. Therefore, for

large values of z^ , (25) can be written as:

c.1(3, 9, ) - (3ay1/2) (pi [1 * cos'G, ) /16z, } . (26)

z - *

We show that the contribution, c,(1), of the first diagram, in

the development (II), i.e.,
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- (-3ay/2) (ji* (27)

which is calculated in reference 13; and the contributions of the

second and the third diagrams given by (26) and (231, have the

same symmetry and decrease as 1/z'. They can be considered as the

development in power of y of the interaction between the dipole

labelled 1 and its own image with respect to the wall.

Now, let us examine the last diagram in (11) in which the rcot

points have reference bonds only, Its contributions, c ^ d ) , is

given by.

c 4d) - (1/2) (p/4'f j"d3h*(r1J) Jd2h*(zi)^'
1 (2,3) . (29)

We are interested only in the asymptotic behaviour of this func-

tion, so only the constant part of h* (inside the hard cores)

should be retained. Therefore (28) becomes:

•flzt) - (25)

This isotrooic term is due to the fact that the particles have a

finite siie; it does not exist in the classical image potential.

From these calculations, we observe that:

First, there is a considerable difference between the contribu-

tions cf seme diagrams in the homogeneous systems (c_ has a finite

value) and their analogues in the presence of the wall. For

instance, the contributions of the diagrams given in (11), go to

zero as ^'~\ i when their analogues in homogeneous system, have

contributions aoincr to zero as l/rb.

Second, only the step-part of g*(i) contributes to the asymptotic

behaviour of the OPDF .

To find ail the diagrams giving a long range contributions to

the OPDF, we use the f-ordering procedure [14-15].

4. DEN3Z FLUIDS

The dipcle-dipole potential v(i,j) obeys the following equation

-8-

"<jvh'=\i» - i^iviv'S 1' (30)

{ is a parameter with the dimensions of length characterizing

the range of the dipolar interaction. We can see that, concerning

the contribution of a given I(i)'s diagram when only the regular

functions are retained:
1. Each ^ bond contributes a factor j' to the diagram value.

2. Each field point having only $ bonds or group of field points
•I

connected by h* and <̂  bonds contributes a factor )f to this value.

Therefore the contribution of this part can be written in the

form )Jk" where m denotes the number of ^ bonds that the diagram

contains; and n refers to the number of pieces, containing at

least one field point but not the root point i, that one obtains

by removing all the $ bonds and the root point 0.

It follows that this part of the asymptotic behaviour of the

OPDF is due to the diagrams of 1(1), for which m-n-1, satisfying

the additive conditions:

1. For each graph, the § bonds constitute a single ring.

2. The field point may be connected or net to the wall.

3. The root point 1 may be a ring point or connected to it by ~*.

4. The same field point cannot be connected simultaneously to the

wall and to the root point 1 by h».

If J*(l) denotes this part of long range contribution, we have:

T M z 9 ) - ( d V - o + o ^ l - o + o^X-o + . . . ) + { d \ + o > i + &$> + . . . ) ,
1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

- J*(z, ) + J* (z, ,9,) . (3D

The isotrooic and the anisotropic components JJ and J* are the

contributions of Che first and the second graphs' sums respec-

tively.

It should be observed that J, has no bridge diagram when some

the J, 's graphs are bridge digrams.

The singular function, arising when the integration ever the
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positions and the orientations in a the composite graphs non sin-

gly connected with $ bonds [8] is performed, is denoted (l/4Ti) Ep

5 (r*t I u^ .u,- . The factor (l/4~f is due to the renormaiization choice.

Here it is associated to the density ar.d r.ot to the differ-

ential element (dn;/4I). The coefficient B is defined by:

(e - 1) / (e +• 2) - y(l + B/3) ,

- z. (32)

The convolution of this singular ta:a with the dipole-dipoie inter-

action is immediate.

(1/4H)1 Bpjdk ot/jjipi .^t(k, j) - (p/4rt) (B/3)$(i,j), (33)

in such a way, the singularity can be treated as a field point

weighted by (p/4K) (9/3) .

Consequently, the total long range contribution to the OPDF

remains given by the development (31) in which all the field points,

except the one connected to the root point 1 by \\*, are now

weighted by p(l + B/31/4",

Now it is helpful to use the homogeneous system results. So the

dipole-dipole interaction can be replaced by a rer.crmaiized po-

tential given by the sum of the chains of 4 bonds ar.d p (l-'-B/S) /4TT

field points (not connected to the wall). This potential has been

given by H«ya and Steli [31, It has two components which can be

written as:

C(i, j) - ( (e - D/Sy)1 <f U, j)/e) ,

- A$(i, j) . (341

s(i,j> - ((3 - 2z(e - I)1/3ys)/4-;S (r*:)^^ ,u,,

- (£/ (4ft) i S t r V ) ^ . ^ . (35)

Result (34) has also been obtained by Nienhuis and Deuich [IS],

the two methods are compared in reference 8.

Using (34) ar.d (35) , the asymptotic behaviour of the CPDF becomes

the sum of all the graphs consisting of a single ring of C

and/or s bonds, in which all the p(l + 3/3)/-!" field points are

-10-

connected to the wall by h*, (the (p/4n) field point bound to the

root point 1 by h* is not). These graphs should satisfy the pre-

vious conditions 3 and 4.

To have a long range contribution, these graphs must be free cf

field point connected, at the same time, to the wail and tic the

root point 1 by short ranged bonds, (i.e., the twc bonds rsachir.^

the last point of the ring, non-connected to the wail, must be of

type C).

To simplify the calculations, we first have to fir.d the sum of

all the s chains. Let us denote this function by s*. We have:

s* " s + s*s + s*s-*s •*-..., (36)

where the notation s*s means:

s*s - jdk s(i,k) (p(l+B/3)h*U) /4TT}s(k, j) , p-j

Using the s definition (35), one can prove that the ccntributic-

of the product of (n+1) terms s is of the form:

((p(1-3/3)h*(i)/4^)E/3}^s(i.j). (33)

Therefore, s*(i,j) can be formally written as:

s*(i,j) - T { (p(l+3/3)h-(i)/4TT)S/3)"'ls (i, j) ,

- {1 - [(f(l+3/3)h*(i)/4J)E/3] }" 3(i,j). (39)

Now the use of (34), (35) and (39), allows us to write -he con-

volution of s* with C in the form:

JdkC(i,k) [p(l+B/3}hM]c)/4ri!s* (k, j) - ( (p (l+B/3) h* (i)/4ro S/3 }

(l-(p(l+B/3)h* <i)/4ft)E/3f C(i,j). (JC)

Thus s* can be treated as a field point weighted by:

( (p (1+3/3) h*(i) /4TI IE/3 } U-(p (1*3/3) h* (i) /4rr)E/3f'; ar.d consequently,

the long ranged component of the CPDF is given bv the su.-n of

the graphs consisting of a single ring of C bonds, such that or.lv

the field point connected to the root point 1 by h* (and not con-

nected to the wail) is weighted by (p/4t), the ethers, connect^;

to the wall, have a weight of: (ph* (i) /4K) X (i) , X(i) bei.-.g given

by:

-11-



X(i) - (1+3/3) {l*[l-(p(l+3/3)h*(i)/4K)E/3f E/3) . (41)

As in the dilute fluid case, only the step-part of h* intervenes,

and so X[i) becomes a constant, X, in the region z < D,

X - (l + B/3) (1 + 2/ [3 (l+o(l+B/3)E/12Ti) ] } ; (42)

The total long range part of the QPDF, J, can be given by the

following development:

i i
J (z, ,9, ) - (a=»--o

- J, (z, ) + J, (z, ,9. ) , (43}

in which the p/4" field point is denoted by the black circle, and

the dashed circles designate ph*X/4~ field points.

These c m copponents Js and J, are related by:

J. (z, ) - (p/4,T) [d2 J, (ẑ  ,9i) h*(ril) . (44)

J, can be calculated by the procedure given in equation (17):

J- (1) - l p J, (1, 1') , (4;)

Jf (1,1') - (1/2) {sum of all the chain diagrams consisting of: two

root points 1 and 1', at least or.e ph*X/4~ field point

ar.d C bonds} .

o-»-»-»-^ +...). (46)
1 1' 1 1' 1 1'

"Jslng equations (23), (27), (34) and (42), the contributions J,1''

and jj or the two first diagrams in (46) can be deduced by replac-

ing p" by Au* and y by AXy. To calculate the other terms of J, ,

one can prove by induction that the contribution of the n-th ele-

merit of the series Jt (1) is given by:

(AXy/2)11 (-SAju^Jd +• cos1 9. )/16z,J,J, (1) (47)

in which, n is trie number of field points that the graph under-

consideraticr. contains. Therefore, J. (II takes the form:

(AXy/(2 - AXy) ) (-3Ajp-) (1 + COS 9, )/15z
1 .

(43)

J (1) decreases and has the same symmetry as the image potential;

but the inage potential can work only for dilute fluid.

-12-

Inserting (48) in (44), J.. , away from the wall, takes the form:

J. (I. ) - (AXy/(2 - AXy>) (AS*pa* p1 )/3z,3 . (49)

z, -«

The isotropic long range vanishes when the particle dimensions go

to zero.

For the large distances from the wall, the OPDF is given by:

p (z1 ,9, ) - (p/4H) (1 + J, (z, ) + J, (z, ,9,)}. (50)

According to equation (48), for the large values of z the orien-

tations of dipolar moment which are perpendicular to the z-axis

{u - 0) are favoured by the wall.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

The purpose of this paper has been to find the OPDF's asymptotic

behaviour, for dipolar fluids in the presence of a structure-

less hard wall, using the cluster expansion theory. It has beer,

proven that the OPDF'3 graphs (and particularly the bridge dia-

gramsi present long range contribution. This is the consequence

of the three following conjugated effects:

First, the total correlation function wali-dipcie h* cannot be

considered as a short range function. Indeed, it is equal to (-1)

for all the negative values of z, (the half-space constitutes the

inaccessible volume).

Second, the dipole-dipole potential is a long range interaction.

Third, in the dipolar media, there is no equivalent to the elec-

troneutrality principle in charged systems. Therefore there is no

screening factor and the renormalized potential decreases as slowly

as the direct interaction.

It has been shown that, at low density, the wall effect consists

of the arising of two terms. The first term is the interaction

dicole-imacre. The second is due the excluded volume consecuen.lv

-13-



to the finite size of the particles. For dense fluids, the two

components keep the same symmetry but their magnitudes become

more complicated because of the desity.

It should be noted that the fact that the bridge diagrams have

a long range contribution is dependent of the elsctrostriction

phenomenon. The electrostriction effect is indeed defined as the

relative change in the density consequently to the application of

an electric field, when z, is very large [4-8] .

K - lim [p (z. ,3, ; E) - p (z. ,0 ; £ - U) 1 /p (zA , 6, ; S) .
^ z, —

Although in both of these cases, the OPDF's graphs have a long

range contribution, however we distinguish two fundamental dif-

ferences :

1. These contributions do not have the same symmetry in the two

cases (the electric field is switched en or off).

2. In presence of the electric field, some bridge diagrams have

an isotropic long range contribution.

In conclusion the bridge diagrams do not have a universal con-

tribution, and consequently the same approximation cannot be used

for any kind of interacting systems. For instance, in the mixture

case, besides the pare fluid parameters, it is necessary to con-

sider the symmetry of the interactions (far example, because of

the orthogonality of the interactions, the MSA approximation gives

the sane OPDF for a hard sphere fluid and dipolar fluid against

an ideal wall). It the particles do noc have the same dimen-

sions, this difference should be taken into account.
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